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Abstract
a site can select those it wants to enforce. As a

The Department of Energy (DOE)mission is result, we can install PAMTRAK in many
changing due to the number of nuclear weapon different sites with widely varying requirements
reductions by the United States and the former without having to modify any of the software.
Soviet Union, and increasing long-term storage To keep costs down we run PAMTRAK on IBM
requirements for DOE sites. New techniques to PC-compatible computers and use existing
ensure the integrity of special nuclear material products and technologies when possible.
(SNM) in storage are available to sites to

supplement manual physical inventories, thus Administrators canperform transactions at
allowing them to decrease operating costs while the central computer to configure the system,
keeping radiation exposure at minimal levels. To define site rules, manage user accounts, put
help ensure the integrity of SNM Sandia National monitoring devices on material, ship and receive
Laboratories has developed a generic, real time, material, and generate reports.
personnel tracking and material monitoring system

named PAMTRAK. PAMTRAK can significantly PAMTRAK incorporates various sensor
reduce the number of required manual physical subsystems that offer a variety of techniques to
inventories at DOE sites while increasing assurance protect material. A material monitoring
that an insider has not diverted or stolen material, subsystem uses wireless motion sensors to

report material movement. A personnel tracking
This paper describes two new capabilities subsystem uses wireless proximity badges in

that we have recently added to PAMTRAK; a conjunction with sWategicallyplaced antennas to
video motion detection subsystem, and a track workers throughout a facility. It can
communication interface to other systems, exclude workers from selected areas and enforce

the two-person rule in others. A biometric
Background identification subsystem controls entry and/or

assigns proximity badges to workers. A remote
Our goals in designing PAMTRAK are to entry subsystem allows workers to perform a
produce a flexible, customizable and extensible limited set of transactions on the system without
system that is relatively inexpensive for a site to having access to the central computer. Figure 1
install. A site can use any subsystem or shows a block diagram of a fully configured
combination of subsystems that PAMTRAK PAMTRAKsystem.
supports. We provide a set of rules from which

All subsystems report to a central
computer through RS-232 serial links. Reports

This work was supportedby the UnitedStates (such as sensor movement or proximity badge
Departmentof Energy under ContractDE-ACO4- location) do not automatically result in alarms.94AL85000.
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Figure I - PAMTRAK System

The central computer continuously evaluates the developed by Sandia National Laboratories, and

reports against a user-defined, site-specific rule the TSI 20/20, a commercial system sold by
base. If any reported condition violates the rules Tech. Services lntemational, Inc. We can add
the central computer reports an alarm, support for other video systems if necessary.

We have recently added a wired canister All three video systems share a common

monitoring subsystem, a video motion detection set of characteristics. They all support multiple
subsystem, and a communication interface to cameras with user-definable regions of interest
other systems. The rest of this paper describes within each camera's video image. Each video
the video motion detection subsystem and the image is treated independently so that if the
communication interface, views from two cameras overlap, any movement

within the overlapped area will trigger two

Video Motion Detection Subsystem movement repoas. All three systems detect
movement by comparing the incoming video

To give sites a range of options the image to a reference image. They can all
PAMTRAK video motion detection subsystem process at least two video images per second.

supports three existing video systems; Monitor They all report movement to the central
(formerly called EIVS), developed by Los computer overanRS-232 serial communication
Alamos National Laboratories, Material line. As with the other PAMTRAK subsystems,

Monitoring Image Processing System (MMIPS), movement reports do not result in alarms unless,
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after evaluating the movement against the rule Mate,rial Monitoring Image Processing System
base, the central computer determines that the
movement is illegal. The Material Monitoring Image

Processing System (MMIPS) was developed at
Monitor Sandia National Labo:a*ories through funding

by the Department of Energy Office of

Monitor is a video motion detection Safeguards and Security. l't runs on an IBM-

system developed by Los Alamos National compatible personal computer using the DOS
Laboratories through funding by the Department operating system.
of Energy Office of Safeguards and Security and
the Department of Energy Savannah River Field As v,-.'.ththe other two systems, MMIPS
Office. It runs on a Sun workstation using the can be used in static areas such as inactive

Solaris operating system. It was designed to vaults. Like the TSI 20/20, however, it can also
monitor inactive storage vaults, so it is very adapt to lighting changes and shadows so that it
sensitive to minute changes in an image. The can be u_ed in active work areas without
sensitivity is adjustable, generating excessive false alarms.

Los Alamos has installed Monitor as a Like the other two systems, MMIPS can

standalone demonstration system at the Idaho process each video image independently;
Chemical Processing Plant and at the Savannah however, it also has a feature that allows it to
River Site. Recently Los Alamos and Sandia use multiple cameras to create a three-

cooperated to link Monitor with PAMTRAK at dimensional detection volume arotmd a
the Savannah River Site so that Monitor can protected material, rather than just a two-

also operate as a PAMTRAK video motion dimensional deteetion plane. In other words, the
detection subsystem, intersection of multiple video image planes

defines a volume around the material. In such a

A Monitor system will cost between configuration MMIPS will only report a
$20,000 and $35,000, including cameras, but movement alarm if it detects movement within
not including installation or training, the volume (meaning the grouped cameras have

all detected movemen_ simultaneously). This

TSI 20/20 allows workers to move among and around
material without causing alarms. However, if

The TSI 20/20 is a commercial video they try to touch the material they will penetrate

motion detection system sold by Tech. Services the surface of the volume and trigger alarms.
Intemational. Like Monitor, it can be used in MMIPS can also define a thin-walled volume
static areas such as i;,active vaults. In addition, around material so that a worker (or other

it can adapt to lighting changes and shadows so object) already within the volume can move
that it can be used in active work areas without around inside it, but any attempt to leave the

generating excessive false alarms, volume or penetrate it from outside will trigger
an alarm.

The TSI 20/20 has a feature that allows an

operator to define a sequence of regions of MMIPS periodically sends state-of-health
interest. The TSI 2q/20 will then report a reports to the PAMTRAK central computer. If
movement alarm only if it detects movement in for any reason the central computer doesnt

all of those regions in the correct sequence, receive a state-of-health report in time it reports
an alarm.

The price of the TSI 20/20 starts at about
$40,000 and goes up depending on options. The An MMIPS system costs about $3500,
price does not include cameras or installation, not including cameras, installation and training.
but does include three days of training.



Communication Interface We are currently using the communication
interface in three ways. We send transaction

We designed the communication interface messages to PC-DYMAC, a material control

to provide a simple, flexible communication and accountability system installed at Argonne
link between the PAMTRAK central computer National Laboratories - West, when users ship,

and any reasonably normal system external to move or receive material, or place material into
PAMTRAK. A site can use the interface for any or remove material from containers. We earl

communication (one-way, typically) that is not send control messages to a programmable logic

complicated enough to justify a custom- controller (a glorified relay box) to start a
programmed interface. The interface consists of flashing light when an alarm occurs and stop it
ASCII messages transmitted between systems when the alarm is acknowledged. For the time
over an RS-232 serial line. The system being we are bringing video movement reports
administrator can define all the applicable from Monitor into the central computer through

communication protocol parameters such as bit the communication interface because the current
rate, word size, flow control and packet format, implementation of the Monitor/PAMTRAK
We currently support three packet formats; raw interface doesn't warrant anything more

(nonpacketized) ASCII text, a send-and-wait sophisticated.
protocol with simple error detection, and a
special PC-DYMAC format. We can add other In the future we intend to use the
formats if necessary, communication interface to send alarm

messages to the central security system at

Incoming messages (from the extemal Argonne National Laboratories-West.

system to the central computer) can be alarm
reports or external system state-of-health Summary_
messages. Outgoing messages (from the central

computer to an extemal system) can be alarm The addition of a video detection
reports, transaction reports or central computer subsystem to PAMTRAK gives sites another
state-of-health messages, option in protecting material from insiders and

extending periods between inventories. We

The central computer considers all provide a choice of three different video systems

incoming messages from external systems to be with various capabilities and costs so a site can
either alarm reports or state-of-health messages, select the one that best fits its needs.

It always reports alarms from external systems
without checking the site rules. If the central We have added a generic communication
computer does not receive an expected state-of- interface to allow PAMTRAK to talk to other
health message within a user-defined interval it systems a site may already have installed or

reports analarrn, wish to install in the future. System
administrators can add new communication

The central computer can send messages links to PAMTRAK themselves without having
to external systems whenever an alarm occurs or to install new code.
a user performs a transaction (such as shipping
material). The central computer can optionally
send state-of-health messages to extemal

systems at user-defined intervals.

All messages are completely user-
definable. They can include static text and

replaceable parameters. Different messages can
be defined for each external system and for each

event (alarm or transaction).
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared a,_an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Governmentnor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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